
Why Choose H2 and H2P DeskPhones

Our Advantages

High quality gone through century-old tests; high-end design

originated from Europe; localized innovative research and

development; customer-oriented one-stop service.

Entry-level model Classic design Easy deployment

User-Oriented

H2/H2P: Entry-level, Cost-competitive

Models 

H2/H2P are basic model options with essential calling features

and provide trusted quality and audio at a competitive price.

With wideband audio technology and full duplex handsfree,

H2/H2P offer clear voice and smooth communication.

H2P can reach class one POE, which lower the cost for

maintenance and operation, and provide environmental

benefits.

Besides compatibility with numerous cloud PBX platforms, ALE’s

EDS makes massive deployment easier.

Audio Quality Green Service

Wideband audio

Addressing essential calling features, and providing trusted quality

and audio at competitive price.



Simple & Classic Aesthetic Design

European design with a 2.3-inch B & W backlit screen which can

display 3-line text.

LED indicator which can flash blue or red to show different

status.

Ergonomic Handset & Keys

Ergonomic handle fits into the curve of your palm perfectly

allowing for a more comfortable handheld experience.

Handset made of special materials provides a firm grip to

reduce the chances of it slipping out of your hands.

Concave keys position your fingers properly, allowing your

fingertips to glide from key to key.

Clear Audio, Stable Communication

Wideband audio technology and full duplex handsfree

Supporting 3-way conferencing, 1000 call logs, and RJ9 jack

for headset

Easy & Effortless Deployment 

EDS facilitating massive deployment

Widely compatible with multiple 3-party platforms

Frequently Asked Questions and Answers

Offices

Call centers

Hotel guest rooms

Public facilities（Co-working Space）

Application Scenarios

The Alcatel-Lucent name and trademark are licensed by Nokia for use by ALE. (September 6, 2021)

Question a: What is the initial user name and password when logging in to the phone?

Question b: Does the phone support headset connection?

Question c: What deployment management platforms does the phone support? 

 Question d: How many parties does a local conference support?

      Answer: The user name is admin, and the password is 123456.

      Answer: It supports headsets with standard RJ9 port, such as 

      ALE  AH 11G,  AH 12G.

      Answer: EDS. 

      Answer: 3 parties.

https://www.facebook.com/ALE-SIP-Devices-101206561500547/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ale-sip-devices/

